
Ian Marshall

Grade: Fifth

Progress Report Indicators:

E - Exceeds 

M - Meets                         

P - Progressing Towards         

B - Below / Does Not Meet

* If standard is blank, it was not taught in this 

reporting period

Susan SchleicherTeacher:

Behaviors That Promote Learning Scale:

1 - Seldom - Student seldom exhibits behavior

2 - Sometimes - Student sometimes exhibits 

behavior

3 - Consistently - Student consistently exhibits 

behavior

T1 T2 T3 Total

Absences:

 1.00

T1 T2 T3 Total

Times Tardy:

Arbor View Elementary School

Reading T1 T2 T3

Comprehends and interprets fiction text P

Comprehends and analyzes informational text

Reads on-level text with accuracy and fluency to 

support comprehension

Applies word analysis and vocabulary skills

Writing T1 T2 T3

Writes opinion pieces, supporting a point of 

view with reasons and information

Writes informative/explanatory texts to examine 

a topic and convey ideas clearly

Writes narratives using effective technique, 

details, and clear sequences

Understands and utilizes the writing process

Utilizes research to present knowledge

Speaking and Listening T1 T2 T3

Engages effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions

Presentation of ideas and knowledge

Science T1 T2 T3

Understands processes of scientific inquiry to 

investigate and solve problems

Understands the concepts of life science

Understands the concepts of physical science

Understands the concepts of earth and space 

sciences

Social Studies T1 T2 T3

Understands history (United States)

Understands geography

Understands political systems

Art T1 T2 T3

Incorporates an understanding of the language of 

art in art production

Incorporates knowledge of art processes and tools 

in art production

Demonstrates an understanding of how images 

convey stories, history, and culture

T1 T2 T3

Completes work on time

Works cooperatively with others

Follows classroom and school rules

Follows directions

Shows respect to peers

Shows respect to adults

Uses class time wisely

Is organized

Participates in activities to improve 

learning

Demonstrates self control

Is responsible for sharing school to 

home materials

Behaviors That Promote Learning
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Language T1 T2 T3

Accurately applies meaning to known and 

unknown vocabulary

Demonstrates command of English grammar 

and conventions

Mathematics T1 T2 T3

Computes and explains operations of whole 

numbers and decimals
M

Uses algebraic concepts to solve problems

Computes and explains operations of fractions

Understands and applies measurement

Understands and applies concepts of coordinate 

grids and geometric concepts

Music T1 T2 T3

Identifies elements and expressive qualities of music

Reads and interprets traditional music notation M

Sings or plays instruments demonstrating technical 

skill
M

Physical Education T1 T2 T3

Combines movement skills and uses strategies in 

dynamic and complex environments
M

Sets personal goals for health-related fitness and 

actively works to reach them
E

Actively cooperates and communicates to help 

achieve common team goals
M


